Exploring the unknown of the Self requires
courage, and a calling...
You are invited to answer that call.

The Grail
®

A Hero’s Quest to HimSelf

Join us for this ground-breaking three-day journey of initiation for men, asking your fullest
courage, great hearts, depth of feeling and truth-speaking to transform outmoded patterns
in you and the collective. In this secluded bush retreat, you will be guided through various
inner processes, meditations and powerful speaking in circle to prepare you for your
personal rite of passage. Those who are called know it somewhere deep within.
Is it time for you to answer that call?

29th - 31st October, 2021
Border Ranges, Norther NSW
3 Day Men’s Residential Event

Total Cost is $1,680

$1,480 - Special Price for first 4 reviewers.

($1,200 for the event plus $480 for accommodation including hearty meals)
Due to the nature of this deeply intimate and nourishing work, places are limited
and a non-refundable, non-transferable $600 deposit will claim your place.
Please transfer money to BSB: 012745, Account No: 429897527, Account Name: Thomas Wardlaw.

Initiation is the process by which we turn from our natural
inclination to remain unconscious and decide that
whatever it takes - suffering, striving, enduring - we will
pursue conscious union with the deeper mind, the wild self.”
~ Clarisa Pinloa Estes

“I feel like I’ve had a heart replacement and my pre-rite
identity is but a shadow of a memory. I am so grateful to my
Grail brothers for so fiercely holding space as I purged all that
which no longer served me - years of self loathing, isolation,
disconnection and a sense of disqualification from the
masculine...I have returned home with a fierce intention
to quit ripping people off from seeing the real me.” - Dave

CLAIM YOUR PLACE NOW...
INFORMATION & BOOKINGS:
Organiser:
Tom Wardlaw: 0411 777 733
tomw74@pm.me

Organiser Assistant:
Jeremy Ingham: 0417 987 932
jeremy@wambli.com

RITES OF INITIATION FOR MEN AND WOMEN

www.shematrix.com

